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Abstract

In this study, we extend the mechanistic equilibrium saltation model of
Ashida and Michiue (1972) for nearly horizontal sand beds to the case of
spatial nonequilibrium sand transport, which allows us to calculate sand
transport rates over varying mildly-sloped topographies. Our model incor-
porates a generalized description of the reduction of the Shields stress within
the saltation layer due to momentum transfer from the fluid to the grains.
We show that the stronger the reduction of the Shields stress the weaker
is the influence of the saltation step length on the spatial transition from a
nonequilibrium to an equilibrium state. We validate our model with different
experimental data sets and show that it can reasonably explain the recently
measured dependency of the minimal length of barchan dunes on the shear
velocity (Franklin and Charru, 2011).

Keywords: saltation, bedload, saturation length, erosion-deposition model,
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1. Introduction1

When studying sediment transport driven by wind or water, most inves-2

tigations have focused on mass flux and its relation to the flow under steady3

uniform flow conditions. These idealized conditions rarely occur in nature4
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as flows and topographies are permanently changing and cause continuous5

modifications of sediment transport rates. In order to treat this issue morpho-6

dynamic modelers typically assumed an immediate adaption of the sediment7

transport to new conditions. However it has been shown that this proce-8

dure has fundamental drawbacks leading to wrong predictions (Kroy et al.,9

2001). Therefore numerous nonequilibrium sand transport models have been10

applied, allowing the sand transport to lag a characteristic distance, called11

saturation length, behind the flow (Daubert and Lebreton, 1967; Wellington,12

1978; Nakagawa and Tsujimoto, 1980; Phillips and Sutherland, 1989; Thuc,13

1991; Sauermann et al., 2001; Charru, 2006; Charru and Hinch, 2006a,b;14

Parteli and Herrmann, 2007; Duc and Rodi, 2008; Davy and Lague, 2009;15

Fourriere et al., 2010). Early studies linked the saturation length to the16

saltation step length (Daubert and Lebreton, 1967; Wellington, 1978; Naka-17

gawa and Tsujimoto, 1980; Phillips and Sutherland, 1989; Thuc, 1991; Duc18

and Rodi, 2008), whereas more recent studies, including the ones describing19

aeolian saltation, attempted derivations based on erosion-deposition models20

(Sauermann et al., 2001; Charru, 2006; Parteli and Herrmann, 2007; Davy21

and Lague, 2009). One study related the saturation length to particle inertia22

(Fourriere et al., 2010) and called it drag length. From computer simulations23

it is known that sand flux saturation limits the size of barchan dunes (Parteli24

and Herrmann, 2007; Parteli et al., 2007), the barchan dune must be suffi-25

ciently longer than the saturation length. This rules out the saltation step26

length as the dominant length scale controlling flux saturation, because it is27

of the order of 100 grain diameters d and thus larger than minimal sizes of28

barchan dunes, which were measured by Franklin and Charru (2011). The29

other remaining lengths in the current literature are the deposition length30

of Charru (2006) and the drag length of Fourriere et al. (2010), which are31

both of the order of 1d. The latter one however doesn’t show a trend with32

increasing flow strength, in contrast to the experimental data of Franklin and33

Charru (2011). This makes the deposition length of Charru (2006) the most34

likely candidate for the flux saturation at the moment.35

Our spatial nonequilibrium saltation model is based on the mechanistic model36

of Ashida and Michiue (1972) for equilibrium saltation. It is a crucial as-37

sumption of the latter model that tangential and normal forces, respectively38

stresses, are in dynamical equilibrium, described by a Coulomb friction law,39

which is known as Bagnold’s first hypothesis. Mainly we extent this as-40

sumption to spatial nonequilibrium in our model. Additionally we model the41

erosion and deposition rates consistently with empirical relationships known42
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for equilibrium sand transport. From our model we obtain a saturation43

length scale and compare it with the deposition length of Charru (2006) at44

the end of this manuscript, which is structured in the following way. First45

we review the model of Ashida and Michiue (1972) for equilibrium sand46

transport, which is the base of our nonequilibrium model. Then we shortly47

reiterate how nonequilibrium states have been modeled in the past, before we48

describe our new model. After a short review of the erosion-deposition model49

of Charru (2006), we compare his and our results with the experimental data50

of Franklin and Charru (2011).51

2. The mechanistic saltation model of Ashida and Michiue (1972)52

Seminara et al. (2002) described this model in much detail. We just53

present its main results here. The model describes unidirectional open chan-54

nel flow over a mobile sand bed at low Shields stress. It is based on the55

following assumptions: The sand bed is assumed to be nearly horizontal,56

meaning that the inclination angle β of the channel is very small, sin β ≪ 1.57

The depth of the water is assumed to be large compared to the thickness of58

the saltation layer hs, which in turn is assumed to be at least one grain di-59

ameter high. The sand is assumed to be consisting of monodisperse spheres,60

which are large enough to avoid transport by suspension. In an inclined open61

channel, the water applies a shear stress τ on the sand bed, which defines62

the dimensionless Shields stress θ as63

θ =
τ

(ρs − ρw)d
, (1)

where ρs and ρw are the densities of sand and water, respectively, and d is the64

mean grain diameter. One basic result of the model is that the Shields stress65

θ, which occurs at the top of the saltation layer, reduces continuously within66

the saltation layer and reaches a minimum value θb at the sand bed. At the67

same time a stress referring to the transported grains increases continuously68

from zero at height hs to a value θg at the bed,69

θ = θb + θg. (2)

This happens, because the fluid is transferring horizontal momentum to the70

grains. The average vectorial exchange of momentum per unit time and71

volume F at height z is described by (Seminara et al., 2002)72

F =
3Cdρw
4d

|u− v|(u− v)c, (3)
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where u(z) and v(z) are the average velocity of the fluid and the grains at73

height z, respectively, c(z) is the volumetric concentration of saltating grains,74

and Cd denotes the drag coefficient. One obtains the grain Shields stress θg75

from Eq. (3) as (Seminara et al., 2002)76

θg = ((ρs − ρw)gd)
−1

hs
∫

0

Fx(z)dz ≃ ñ
3Cd

4
(Ũ − Ṽ )2, (4)

where ñ = n/d, thereby n denoting the volume of transported sand per unit77

area of the sand bed. The dimensionless average fluid and particle velocities78

Ũ and Ṽ , respectively are defined by79

(Ũ , Ṽ ) =
(U, V )

√

(s− 1)gd
, (5)

where U and V are the average fluid and particle velocity, respectively, and80

s = ρs/ρw is the specific gravity. Furthermore, sand transport also gives rise81

to a grain stress within the saltation layer, which is normal to the sand bed82

and can thus be understood as a pressure gradient. The grain pressure pg83

at height z = 0 must compensate the total weight of the transported grains84

and the momentum exchange in the lateral direction (Seminara et al., 2002),85

pg = (ρs − ρw)gn−
hs
∫

0

Fz(z)dz. (6)

Since the average fluid velocity in lateral direction vanishes, uz(z) = 0, we86

can write87

−Fz =
3Cdρw
4d

|u− v|cvz. (7)

For equilibrium sand transport, which we indicate by an upper index ’eq’,88

F eq
z vanishes, since the average upward flux (↑) of particles must compensate89

the downward flux (↓) at each height z,90

(cvz)
eq = (cvz)

eq
↑ + (cvz)

eq
↓ = 0. (8)

Bagnold’s first hypothesis relates the grain stress to the grain pressure by91

θg = µd
pg

(ρs − ρw)gd
, (9)
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which writes in equilibrium92

θeqg = µdñ
eq, (10)

where µd denotes the dynamical friction coefficient. According to Bagnold93

(1973) µd should not exceed the static friction coefficient µ, which he esti-94

mated as µ = 0.63, corresponding to an angle of repose of about 32◦. Fur-95

thermore, following Seminara et al. (2002), we also assume that the average96

fluid velocity U is proportional to
√
θ, wrtiting Ũ = f

√
θ, where f is the97

proportionality constant. From using Eq. (4) in equilibrium and Eq. (10),98

one obtains relations for the threshold Shields stress θc and the dimensionless99

average particle velocity Ṽ eq.100

Ṽ eq = f(
√
θ − λo

√

θc), (11)
4µd

3Cdf 2
= λ2

oθc, (12)

where λo is a model parameter, accounting empirically for the fact that the101

average particle velocity does not vanish at the threshold (e.g. Seminara et al.,102

2002; Lajeunesse et al., 2010). So far the model is well known. However,103

as far as we know, no study has yet attempted to generalize it to spatial104

nonequilibrium. In our model we apply a first generalization based on simple105

assumptions.106

3. Modeling nonequilibrium saltation107

In the transient from a nonequilibrium to an equilibrium state, the parti-108

cle concentration n, the average particle velocity V , and the sand flux q = nV109

simultaneously approach their equilibrium values neq, V eq, and qeq. This has110

been described by a differential equation (e.g. Andreotti and Claudin, 2002),111

writing112

Ts
∂q

∂t
+ Ls

∂q

∂x
= qeq − q, (13)

where x is the streamwise space dimension and t denotes time. Ls and Ts113

are the saturation length and time scales, respectively. Eq. (13) is a first114

order expansion of q − qeq around q − qeq = 0 and is therefore limited to115

nonequilibrium states, which are not too far from the equilibrium, q ≃ qeq.116
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For typical morphologic phenomena, such as the evolution of bedforms like117

dunes, the transient in time is negligible (e.g. Andreotti and Claudin, 2002),118

Ts
∂q

∂t
≪ Ls

∂q

∂x
, (14)

such that the expression ”nonequilibrium”, which we use throughout this119

study, refers to a state, which is still in a stationary state, but not in spatial120

equilibrium. The prototype of a situation we aim to describe in our model121

is the stationary sand flux over a varying mildly-sloped topography, such122

as a barchan dune. Since there is no sand-supply at the foot of a barchan123

dune, the sand flux vanishes there, q = 0, and thus differs strongly from the124

equilibrium value qeq one would have due to the local shear stress θ. There125

is consensus that the saturation length Ls controls morphologic parameters126

like for instance the minimal size of a barchan dune (Parteli and Herrmann,127

2007; Parteli et al., 2007) or the most unstable wavelength of a sand bed128

instability (Fourriere et al., 2010). Since the minimal length of subaqueous129

barchan dunes has been measured recently (Franklin and Charru, 2011), it130

is possible to validate nonequilibrium models with those measurements.131

4. Model description132

Wemodel spatial nonequilibrium sand transport by the mass conservation133

equation, also called Exner equation,134

dq

dx
= Γ = E −D, (15)

where E and D are the erosion and deposition rate, respectively, measured135

in volume eroded or deposited sand per unit sand bed area and time, and136

Γ is called net erosion rate. Our main model assumption is to assume that137

Bagnold’s first hypothesis Eq. (9), which relates the grain stress to the grain138

pressure, is also valid for spatial nonequilibrium sand transport. In order to139

apply Eq. (9), we need to model the force density Fz(z) in Eq. (6). The140

term cvz in Eq. (7), describing the average of upward and downward flux, is141

equal to Γ at height z = 0,142

|cvz|z=0 = |(cvz)↑ + (cvz)↓|z=0 = Γ. (16)

On the other hand cvz vanishes at the top of the saltation layer hs,143

|cvz|z=hs
= 0. (17)
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The simplest possible assumption, one can make, is to assume a linear de-144

crease of cvz from z = 0 to z = hs,145

cvz = (1− z/hs)Γ. (18)

The applicability of this assumption is limited to situations, where neither146

erosion nor deposition are dominant over the other, meaning neither E >> D147

nor D >> E. In the spirit of Eq. (18), we approximate the integral in Eq.148

(6) as149

−
hs
∫

0

Fz(z)dz ≃ (U − V )

hs
∫

0

3Cdρw
4d

cvzdz =
3Cdρwhs

8d
(U − V )Γ. (19)

Using Eqs. (5), (6), (9), and (12), we obtain a dimensionless relation for the150

grain Shields stress θg, writing151

θg = µd

(

ñ+
µd(Ũ − Ṽ )h̃s

2f 2λ2
oθc

Γ̃

)

, (20)

where Γ̃ and h̃s are defined by152

Γ̃ =
Γ

√

(s− 1)gd
, (21)

h̃s =
hs

d
. (22)

Furthermore using Eqs. (4), (12), and (20), we obtain a relation for the153

dimensionless velocity difference Vr, writing154

Ṽr = Ũ − Ṽ =
µdh̃sΓ̃/ñ+

√

(µdh̃sΓ̃/ñ)2 + 16f 2λ2
oθc

4
, (23)

from which we in turn obtain the average particle velocity, using Ũ = f
√
θ,155

as156

Ṽ = f
√
θ − Vr, (24)

There exists a maximum value of Γ̃/ñ, at which Ṽ approaches zero, according157

to Eqs. (23) and (24). The reason is that the assumption of a linear profile158
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in Eq. (18) becomes inapplicable for values larger than this maximum. In159

order to model Γ, we make use of a well established experimental result (e.g.160

Seminara et al., 2002; Lajeunesse et al., 2010). The equilibrium particle161

concentration ñeq is proportional to θ − θc, i.e.162

ñeq = cn(θ − θc), (25)

where cn is the proportionality constant. Using Eqs. (2) and (10), this results163

in164

θeqb − θc = (1− µdcn)(θ − θc), (26)

θeqg = µdcn(θ − θc). (27)

From measurements on mobile beds (Luque and van Beek, 1976; Wong et al.,165

2007) one furthermore knows that for equilibrium sand transport the dimen-166

sionless erosion and deposition rates Ẽeq = D̃eq behave like a power law of167

the form168

Ẽeq = D̃eq = ce(θ − θc)
a, (28)

where ce is a scaling constant, a is the power law exponent between about169

1.5 and 2, and170

(Ẽ, D̃) =
(E,D)

√

(s− 1)gd
. (29)

The nonequilibrium erosion rate Ẽ should dominantly depend on the fluid171

velocity profile close to the bed and thus on θb − θc = θ− θg − θc rather than172

θ − θc. We therefore postulate the following functional relationship, writing173

Ẽ =
ce

(1− µdcn)a
(θ − θg − θc)

a, (30)

which is the simplest relationship that depends on θb − θc and transforms174

to Eq. (28) in equilibrium. The nonequilibrium deposition rate D̃ scales175

with the particle concentration ñ. Furthermore we assume that D̃ is driven176

by the shear stress difference across the saltation layer θ − θb = θg. With177

the same reasoning we postulate the simplest functional relationship for D̃,178

which depends on θg and transforms to Eq. (28) in equilibrium, being179

D̃ =
ce

cn(µdcn)a−1
θa−1
g ñ. (31)
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Note that Eqs. (30) and (31) are identical to the erosion and deposition rates180

proposed by Parker et al. (2003), if a = 1.5. Using Eqs. (30) and (31), we181

obtain an implicit relation for Γ̃ = Ẽ − D̃, writing182

Γ̃ =
ce

(1− µdcn)a
[θ − θg(Γ̃)− θc]

a − ce
cn(µdcn)a−1

[θg(Γ̃)]
a−1ñ, (32)

where θg(Γ̃) is given by Eqs. (20) and (23), and the dimensionless sand flux183

q̃ is defined by184

q̃ =
q

√

(s− 1)gdd
. (33)

Note that θg(Γ̃) depends on the dimensionless saltation height h̃s, which we185

assume to be equal to its equilibrium value h̃eq
s , in order to keep the model186

simple. Eq. 32 allows us to numerically compute Γ̃ for a given ñ. From Γ̃ we187

can also compute Ṽ for a given ñ by Eq. 24. Thus we can rewrite Eq. (15),188

using dimensionless quantities, as189

Γ̃ =
dq̃

dx̃
= ñ

dṼ

dx̃
+ Ṽ

dñ

dx̃
=

(

ñ
dṼ

dñ
+ Ṽ

)

dñ

dx̃
, (34)

where x̃ = x/d. Eq. (34) can be integrated to solve for ñ(x̃) and thus for Ṽ (x̃)190

and q̃(x̃). The function dṼ /dñ can thereby be computed using the implicit191

function theorem, resulting in a very long and complicated expression, which192

we do not write down here. When replacing ñ in Eq. (32) by ñ = q̃/Ṽ , we193

can further obtain the dimensionless saturation length L̃s = Ls/d from the194

first-order-Taylor-expansion of Γ̃(q̃) in q̃ = q̃eq (see Eq. 13), using Γ̃eq = 0.195

It writes196

Γ̃ =
q̃eq − q̃

L̃s

+O(q̃eq − q̃)2, (35)

L̃s = −





dΓ̃

dq̃

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

q̃=q̃eq ;Γ̃=0





−1

. (36)

If one neglects higher order terms O(q̃eq − q̃)2 in Eq. (35), it can be used as197

a simple approximation of our model. The calculation in Eq. (36) is rather198

long and technical. It results in199

L̃s =
µdh̃

eq
s

4
+

(

1− µdcn
a

)

L̃p +

(

1− 1− µdcn
a

)

L̃a, (37)
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where L̃p is defined by200

L̃p =
cnṼ

eq

ce(θ − θc)a−1
, (38)

and L̃a is defined by201

L̃a =
µdh̃

eq
s Ṽ eq

2fλo

√
θc

(39)

Lp = L̃pd is the saltation step length, since it fulfills qeq = LpE
eq, whereas202

La = L̃ad is a length, which has its origin in the momentum exchange between203

fluid and moving particles. One can see that in our model the saturation204

length Ls is a weighted average of Lp and La plus an offset µdh̃
eq
s /4. The205

weighting factor (1−µdcn)/a is thereby strongly related to the value of θeqb , as206

can be seen from Eq. (26). The value of θeqb is a measure for how strong the207

Shields stress decreases within the saltation layer. If it doesn’t decrease at all,208

θeqb = θ and µd = 0, the saturation length is equal to the saltation step length209

Lp. On the other hand, the weighting factor vanishes for the maximal Shields210

stress reduction θeqb = θc, which is known as Bagnold’s second hypothesis.211

Then the dynamical friction coefficient µd reaches its maximal value,212

µd =
1

cn
. (40)

In this case the prefactor of our modeled particle entrainment Ẽ in Eq.213

(30) diverges, such that the grain stress must have its equilibrium value,214

θg = θeqg = θ − θc. This strongly simplifies our model, becoming215

θg
µd

= ñ+
µdṼr(Γ̃)h̃

eq
s

2f 2λ2
oθc

Γ̃ = ñeq =
θeqg
µd

, (41)

where Ṽr(Γ̃) is given by Eq. (23). For this case the saturation length changes216

to217

L̃s =
µdh̃

eq
s

4
+

µdh̃
eq
s Ṽ eq

2fλo

√
θc
, (42)

and the influence of the saltation step length Lp vanishes.218
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5. The erosion-deposition model of Charru (2006)219

It is worth to compare the erosion-deposition model of Charru (2006) with220

our model (see also Charru and Hinch (2006a,b)). Charru (2006) modeled221

viscous as well as turbulent flow, whereby we are only interested in the latter.222

The author modeled the erosion and deposition rate as223

ECharru =
ke(τ − τc)

ρsVfall

, (43)

DCharru =
n

td
, (44)

where ke is an erosion coefficient and τc denotes the entrainment threshold224

of the shear stress τ . The deposition time td was computed from the time a225

particle needs to settle down from a height h with constant settling velocity226

Vfall227

td =
h

Vfall

. (45)

The settling velocity Vfall, the height h, and thus the deposition time td were228

assumed to be independent of the Shields stress θ, and h was furthermore229

for simplicity set to be one grain diameter h = d. The way, in which td230

was modeled, presumed that the number of rebounds a particle performs is231

independent of θ. However, an increasing number of rebounds with increasing232

θ would correspond to an increasing deposition time td, and thus Eq. (44)233

would not be valid any more. There is experimental evidence that this might234

be the case. Measurements of the step length Lp (Luque and van Beek, 1976;235

Wong et al., 2007), which can be understood as the length of one hop Lh times236

the number of rebounds, indicate that Lp depends differently on θ than does237

Lh, which is known to approximately scale with
√
θ −

√
θc. Luque and van238

Beek (1976) and Wong et al. (2007) determined Lp indirectly by measuring239

the erosion rate E and the flux q on a mobile bed, using Lp = q/E. Their240

measurements of E also contradict Eq. (43), because they measured power241

laws ∼ (τ − τc)
p with exponents p = 1.5 (Luque and van Beek, 1976) and242

p = 1.85 (Wong et al., 2007), which differ substantially from p = 1. For243

these reasons, although not explicitly stated by Charru (2006), it is very244

likely that the authors’ model must be interpreted differently, in order to be245

self-consistent. Instead of td being the time a particle needs to settle down,246

it is the time a particle needs to hit the ground. Rebounding particles would247
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then contribute to the erosion rate ECharru as well as the deposition rate248

DCharru, in contrast to our model where rebounding particles contribute to249

neither of them. Besides, Eq. (43) also neglects the effect of Shields stress250

reduction at the bed due to sand motion, meaning that the erosion rate is251

independent of the nonequilibrium sand flux q. For this case the saturation252

length LCharru

s , which Charru (2006) called ”deposition length” Ld, becomes253

Ld = LCharru

s = V eqtd, (46)

where Charru (2006) assumed the particle velocity V to be in equilibrium254

V eq due to negligible particle inertia. Ld increases linearly with V eq and thus255

differs from our model Eq. (37) mainly in three ways. First, in our model the256

saturation length Ls incorporates the step length Lp, which diverges at the257

threshold θc. However the dependency on Lp vanishes in the limit µd = 1/cn.258

Second, the remaining part Ls−Lp increases linearly with V eq, but does not259

vanish at V eq = 0, and third Ls − Lp also scales with the saltation height260

h̃eq
s . However, one would have the latter scaling with h̃eq

s in Charru’s model261

as well, if one assumed more naturally that particles are deposited from the262

top of the saltation layer hs instead from a constant height h, in which case263

the deposition time in Eq. (45) would change to264

td =
heq
s

Vfall

. (47)

This means that Charru’s deposition length Ld and our saturation length265

Ls in the limit µd = 1/cn behave very similar, although they were derived266

completely differently. For the following it is usefull to estimate the settling267

velocity Vfall. Like Lajeunesse et al. (2010), we approximate Vfall to be the268

typical scaling factor of velocities269

Vfall =
√

(s− 1)gd, (48)

in which case the dimensionless deposition length L̃d = Ld/d becomes270

L̃d = Ṽ eq. (49)

6. Validation of our model with different experimental data271

For obtaining our model parameters, we choose the data set of Lajeunesse272

et al. (2010), because the equilibrium relations for ñeq, Ṽ eq, and q̃eq are of273
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the same structure as those of the mechanistic model of Ashida and Michiue274

(1972), which is the basis of our model. Lajeunesse et al. (2010) performed275

flume experiments with three different sediments of sizes, d = 1.15mm,276

d = 2.24mm, and d = 5.5mm. The inclination angle β was in most cases277

sufficiently small that the bed can be assumed to be nearly horizontal. The278

authors measured the relations279

ñeq =
4.6π

6
(θ − θc), (50)

Ṽ eq = 4.4(
√
θ −

√

θc) + 0.11, (51)

from which one can easily obtain the model parameters as cn = 4.6π/6 = 2.4,280

f = 4.4, and λo = 1−0.11/(4.4
√
θc). However, Lajeunesse et al. (2010) didn’t281

measure the equilibrium erosion rate Ẽeq and saltation height h̃eq
s . Controlled282

measurements of these quantities on mobile beds are scarce, in contrast to283

fixed beds, where a huge amount of experimental data is available. The only284

mobile bed data sets, which are known to us, are the measurements of Luque285

and van Beek (1976) and Wong et al. (2007) for Ẽeq and the measurements286

of Hu and Hui (1996) for h̃eq
s . Since the used grain sizes in the experiments287

of Luque and van Beek (1976) and Hu and Hui (1996) are comparable to288

the ones in Lajeunesse et al. (2010), we use their data. Luque and van Beek289

(1976) measured the relation290

Ẽeq = 0.02(θ − θc)
1.5, (52)

what fixes the model parameters ce = 0.02 and a = 1.5. On the other hand291

Hu and Hui (1996) obtained292

h̃eq = 3.67s1.05θ0.82 (53)

for hydraulic smooth beds and293

h̃eq = 1.78s0.86θ0.69 (54)

for hydraulic rough beds. Hydraulic smooth and rough are defined typically294

by Rek < 5 and Rek > 70, respectively, where295

Rek =
3u∗d

ν
, (55)

and ν is the viscosity of water. The shear velocity u∗ is defined by u∗ =296
√

τ/ρw. From their manuscript it is not entirely clear, whether Hu and Hui297
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(1996) used this definition or a slightly different one. It is important to298

note that since h̃eq depends on the specific gravity s = ρs/ρw, so will the299

saturation length Ls. The only remaining, undetermined parameter is the300

dynamic friction coefficient µd. According to different measurements (e.g.301

Abbott and Francis, 1977; Nino and Garcia, 1994) µd is between about 0.2302

and 0.6. The maximum value, which is possible in our model is µd = 1/cn =303

0.4152, in which case Bagnold’s second hypothesis would apply and Eqs.304

(41) and (42) become valid. Note that Seminara et al. (2002) argued that305

one obtains an unrealistically high value µd = 1.52, if one applies Bagnold’s306

second hypothesis. Their argument was based on experimental data of Luque307

and van Beek (1976), for which cn = 0.66. Luque and van Beek (1976)308

measured ñeq indirectly by measuring q̃eq and Ṽ eq, and using ñeq = q̃eq/Ṽ eq.309

However, as stated by Lajeunesse et al. (2010), Luque and van Beek (1976)310

very likely overestimated the measured particle velocities Ṽ eq due to a flaw311

in the experimental method and thus underestimated cn. We use µd as312

a fit parameter to the following experiments. Franklin and Charru (2011)313

measured how the minimal width of subaqueous barchan dunes W depends314

on the Shields stress θ on the crest of the dune. Computer simulations of315

Parteli and Herrmann (2007) and Parteli et al. (2007) suggest that W scales316

with the saturation length Ls,317

W = αLs. (56)

We adjust the scaling factor α, in order to obtain best quantitative agree-318

ment between theory and experiment. In their experiments, Franklin and319

Charru (2011) used quartz particles, s = 2.6, with diameters d = 0.53mm320

(data set I) and d = 0.21mm (data set II) as well as zirconium particles,321

s = 3.76, with diameter d = 0.21mm (data set III). Entrainment thresholds322

of θc = 0.031 (data set I), θc = 0.047 (data set II), and θc = 0.042 (data323

set III) were reported. Furthermore most of the experiments were performed324

in the hydraulic transitional regime 5 < Rek < 70, what makes it unclear,325

which of the empirical Eqs. (53) and (54) is more appropriate. We therefore326

use both and compare the results. We are aware that the range of grain327

diameters in Franklin and Charru (2011) differs from the diameters used in328

Lajeunesse et al. (2010), from which we obtained most of our model param-329

eters. However, reasonable agreement between theory and experiments can330

be achieved nevertheless. Fig. (1) shows the comparison of αL̃s by Eq. (42)331

with W/d, whereas in Fig. (2) the model of Charru (2006) is used, and αL̃d332

by Eq. (49) is compared to W/d. The parameters µd and α for L̃s and again333
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α for L̃d were adjusted that αL̃s and αL̃d, respectively, agreed best with all334

three data sets at the same time. Since these data sets differ in the values of335

θc and s, the respective fit curves show three unconnected segments, marked336

by a solid line (data set I), a dashed line with dots (data set II), and a dashed337

line (data set III), although each segment belongs to the same parameter val-338

ues. For the calculation of h̃eq
s , which appears in Eq. (37), we used Eq. (53)339

for a hydraulic smooth bed. However, the adjusted curves would look very340

similar, if Eq. (54) for a hydraulic rough bed was used. The agreement of341

our model with the experimental data is good for data sets I and III, and342

reasonable for data set II (see Fig. (1)). Since in our model Ls diverges at343

the threshold θc (see Eq. 37), it is very sensitive to the exact value of θc in344

this region. This might explain the discrepancy between the fit curve and345

the data point of data set I, which is closest to θc. The adjusted value of346

the dynamical friction coefficient µd = 0.4147 is very close to the maximum347

value µd = 1/cn = 0.4152, which means that Bagnold’s second hypothesis is348

almost fulfilled. In contrast to the deposition length of Charru (2006), our349

model accounts for the differences in the specific gravity s between data set350

III and the other two, since it scales with h̃eq
s , which depends on s. This351

might explain, why for the model of Charru (2006), αL̃d cannot be adjusted352

to agree reasonable with all data sets at the same time. In the fit, we used in353

Fig. (2) αL̃d agrees well with data set I and II, but poor with data set III. It354

is remarkable that the adjustments of αL̃s and αL̃d lead to similar values of355

α (90 and 105), meaning that Ls and Ld are of the same order of magnitude.356

For the fitted value of µd = 0.4147 we show the transition behavior of our357

model in Fig. (3). The curves are obtained under the boundary condition358

q(0) = 0 and under the condition of a constant Shield stress θ(x) = 4θc along359

the x-axis, which we rescaled by the saturation length computed by Eq. (37),360

resulting in Ls = 0.96d. The transitions of V to V eq (dashed line), n to neq
361

(dashed line with dots), and q to qeq (solid line) are plotted, where the tran-362

sitions are computed from the integration of Eq. (34). The transition of q363

to qeq computed from the integration of the first-order approximation in Eq.364

(35) (dotted line) is also shown, it simply writes365

q = qeq
(

1− e−x/Ls

)

. (57)

One can see that for these conditions V approaches much faster spatial equi-366

librium than does n. Since the spatial transition of V is related to fluid367

drag, one can state that according to our model fluid drag plays an insignifi-368

cant role for the spatial transition behavior. This contradicts Fourriere et al.369
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Figure 1: Comparison of the minimal width W of a barchan dune as measured by Franklin
and Charru (2011) to αL̃s. Data set I (circles), data set II (squares) and data set III
(crosses) were fitted by just one set of parameters α = 90 and µd = 0.4147. Since the
three data sets differ in the values of θc and s, the fit curve is parted in three segments,
belonging to data set I (solid line), data set II (dashed line with dots), and data set III
(dashed line). For the computation of h̃eq

s , which appears in Eq. 37, we used Eq. (53)
for a hydraulic smooth bed. However, the adjusted curves would look very similar, if Eq.
(54) for a hydraulic rough bed was used (not shown).
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Figure 2: Comparison of the minimal width W of a barchan dune as measured by Franklin
and Charru (2011) to αL̃d. Data set I (circles), data set II (squares) and data set III
(crosses) were fitted by just one parameter value α = 105. Since the three data sets differ
in the values of θc and s, the fit curve is parted in three segments, belonging to data set I
(solid line), data set II (dashed line with dots), and data set III (dashed line).
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Figure 3: Spatial transition of the average particle velocity V , the particle concentration
n, and the sand flux q for µd = 0.4147, θc = 0.031 (data set I), and θ = 4θc. The x-axis is
rescaled by the saturation length Ls = 0.96d and the y-axis by the respective equilibrium
values.
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(2010), who stated that the drag length is the relevant length scale of spatial370

flux saturation, but supports the model of Charru (2006), who assumed the371

average particle velocity to be in equilibrium, V = V eq. Furthermore the372

approximation and the accurate model equations yield a very similar tran-373

sition behavior of the sand flux q, what strongly encourages the use of the374

approximation Eq. (35) due to its simplicity.375

7. Discussion376

We presented a model, which describes spatial nonequilibrium sand trans-377

port. Its main application will be the computation of stationary sand flux378

over a varying topography. If coupled with a model, which calculates the379

flow field over such a topography, our model can be used to compute the380

evolution of bedforms like dunes in the future. Our model is based on the381

equilibrium saltation model of Ashida and Michiue (1972). It extends Bag-382

nold’s idea of a dynamical equilibrium between normal and tangential grain383

stresses for steady state sand transport. We assume that such a dynamical384

equilibrium also occurs in situations, where the sand transport rate may vary385

in the streamwise direction, but is still in a stationary state (see Eqs. 9 and386

20). An important quantity, which must naturally appear in any nonequi-387

librium model, is the net erosion rate Γ, which includes the effects of sand388

erosion and deposition. Our way of modeling of the erosion rate E and de-389

position rate D is straightforward. We postulate Eqs. (30) and (31), which390

depend on the parameters controlling E and D, respectively, and assure that391

the postulated relations approach the empirically known form for equilib-392

rium sand transport, Eq. (28). With all these model assumptions, we yield393

reasonable results. First of all, we are able to compute Γ (Eq. 32) and the394

average particle velocity V (Eq. 24) for a given particle concentration n,395

presumed that we know the quantities’ behaviors in equilibrium. With this396

information we can calculate spatial sand flux variations by Eq. (34). Sec-397

ond, we can mathematically obtain the saturation length of our model (Eq.398

36). The result of this calculation, Eq. (37) is compared to experimental399

data of Franklin and Charru (2011), who measured the minimal widths of400

barchan dunes, and to the saturation length of the model of Charru (2006)401

(Figs. 1 and 2). It is remarkable that the adjustment of the dynamical fric-402

tion coefficient µd to the experimental data yields a value, which is very close403

to its possible maximum, what indicates that the Shields stress is nearly re-404

duced to the entrainment threshold at the bed. This is known as Bagnold’s405
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second hypothesis, a hypothesis which has been controversially discussed in406

the past. For the adjusted parameters, we finally plotted the transition be-407

havior from zero sand flux to equilibrium in Fig. (3). From this plot we408

obtain that that the first-order approximation of our model, which is given409

by Eq. (35), yields a very similar result compared to the full model. Thus,410

Eq. (35) provides a very simple, but sufficiently accurate approximation.411

We furthermore obtain that in our model the average particle velocity ap-412

proaches much faster the equilibrium than the particle concentration does,413

what means that, if our model covers the main physics, fluid drag plays an414

insignificant role for the spatial transition behavior, contradicting Fourriere415

et al. (2010), but supporting the model of Charru (2006).416
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